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magnetic TAPe systems SYSTEMS
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New York. N Y
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excerpts from a transcript T E C H N I Q U E S by Paul Ryan
When you're out with the portapak, an attitude for instance, is that of Minimal Presence
where you try and pick-up on the process at
hand . You understand that you have a camera
in your hands and that this camera is going to
change the process to a certain extent but
you're aware generally of how that camera affects people and how it might be affecting
people in this particular situation .
What you do is sort of go with it and not, because you have a camera in your hands, become a "power" in the situation, but become
more or less an "absorber" and let the people
initiate what's going on . Let them break open
into things if they will and if they care to .
At the other end of the spectrum... What to
do with it in a situation . I can call an overall
strategy that of simply recording and relating .
You're there to record, but to record in the
sense of the term where you take it to heart .
In other words, you become part of the
process and you relate back to that process
through the tape-personally as you will .
There is a time to feedback tape and a time
not to feedback tape . There's a time to put
your camera away and talk to somebody because they want to talk to you and they don't
want to talk to the camera- It's a matter of
being present in the process .
( . . . The interesting thing is that once he saw
that my batteries were out and I couldn't tape
any more-that's when he really began to sit
down and tell me about Vietnam-the kind of
things that I would've liked to have had on
tape . But I understand that he didn't want
them put on tape, so I didn't whip out the
camera and say, "wait .")

4
For instance, a happening • .
I selected 18 minutes out of three hours to
playback for them immediately when the
whole thing was over . The whole point of the
selection was that they would see it back-and
what I picked up was people crawling on their
hands up a wall, and most critically the couple that found each other with blindfolds and
got into necking-right, not knowing each
other . Before I played that back, I said publicly that people who were involved in this tape
may not want this to be shown . And if they
don't that's cool, because it's your information and you have a right to it . They told me
then and later that it was cool that it was
done . They didn't ruffle . The reaction on
everybody else's part was-"Wow, we could've
been doing that, and there we were just laying
there waiting for something to happen, instead of making something happen, which was
what the piece was all about .
In that situation they didn't even know I was
in there with a camera, so the camera had
nothing to do with structuring the event ; it
just decoded the situation/information in
terms of what the piece was about and what
kind of information would be useful to the
people participating after the event was over .
In other words, they were able to participate
in their own audience participation- What
you're selecting are things that are useful for
feedback .
. . . Metaphorically, in a sense, people are
blind to the process that they are involved in .
To be involved in the process is not to see certain thins .

. . • And in a sense the camera induced people
to try things . In some situations the camera
can help to put people in sort of a good guessing way behaviorally, in the sense that they
are performing, they are trying things out and
they're willing to risk .

You can inhibit by playing back at the wrong
time, by taping too much, by boring people
with their own activity . You have to be able
to pick up on people that are nervous in front
of a camera ; those who may be pretending
they want to be on and don't really want to
be . You don't put those things on camera .

Now part of that is because they themselves
know that they're going to see it back-if you
let them know that they're going to get the
feedback and it's not to be ripped off and
used some place else to exploit them or make
fools of them . When people know that they're
more willing to go out on a limb and also if
you're not a critical presence in terms of their

. . . When you're shooting tape, you have to
understand what sound ambiance is . You have
to understand that the microphone picks up
the intelligibility of conversation, so you
don't have to follow it with the camera . The
camera is free to follow other things- Often
it's more interesting to follow reactions than
to follow the face of the speaker . Stick with

behavior . If you don't come on to them like
this is right and this is wrong .

the ambient sound, stick with the environment and work with that . There are a lot of

The whole idea of using the portable (and this
will become much more apparent now that
the new portable has playback on it, in other
words you can play back what you record on
anybody's TV set), you can sit in somebody's
home and playback the tape you shot on their
front stoop .

things to learn about sound in terms of acoustical space .

My whole emphasis is on the Feedback Loop .

the process . We're trying to redesign the
equipment . As an engineer said, if they were
using large scale integration instead of transistors, all right • • . the stuff wouldn't weigh 22
pounds, it would weigh 2 pounds . That's
what's coming if we can get that kind of thing
designed .
.)
I hardly ever use a tripod, I've gotten so-I've
been taking some T'ai Chi because it seems
that the T'ai Chi is the most appropriate exercise for video tape . You don't, as in Yoga, go
from a stop state to another stop state .
You're constantly in motion with T'ai Chi .
You develop your legs to such an extent that
you can move your whole body in rhythms
and so forth off your legs, rather than use a
tripod which confines you to a fixed point of
view . Also the T'ai Chi method of exercise,
the Chi sense of oneself and the whole Taoist
approach is very congruent with my own attitude of minimal presence, and also, I think
the attitude most appropriate to tape . Where
you let it happen-and go with it in most instances.
Anybody sitting down should be able to stop
the tape, and they should be able to control
the speed of the tape . The viewing environment has to be vastly improved ; they should
be able to flash video of themselves watching
the tape-and not only video, they should
have electric read-outs on their heart pulse,
nervous system, that could be graphed so that
they know what their real relation to that information was .
People say how many times can you infold
and feedback and so forth, but after awhile
the visual information of just the face is not
enough . You really want a whole electric scan
of how people are behaving in the presence of
the activity, and you want that information
available to them . So how you're watching
tape and how you're seeing it becomes important . You develop a sense of information
structures : where is the control point? who
has control over the information, the images
here, how did they get control, have they got
a right to control? What is this surveillance
system doing here, who runs this place?
To walk into a church with a camera will
freak some people out, a police station,
schools • . . especially a school watching a kid
bring a videotape in and shoot the teacher and
take it home to show his parents o .k,? Why
can't these things happen-and they can in
fact .

The camera as it's conceived now, where you
look through an eyepiece that's mounted on
the camera and goes through the lens on that
same box, as Carlos says "it's film, it's ridiculous," it's perspective space - C .S,exactly
.B put it on
. We can separate the monitor and

It's understanding the process in terms of possible feedback that becomes critical in terms
of how you shoot and how you are present to

a mount on your chest, or you can freehand

an event .

ple- You're more capable of being involved in

the vidicon and have the mike in the other
hand and be in face to face contact with peo-

I wonder what the reaction would be if high
school or grammar school teachers were
videotaped- A teacher should have the right to
practice on video . In a school situation you
don't force people (and you don't force feedback-if people don't want to see it, you
don't force feed them their own image) because the teacher is a public figure and their
public behavior affects kids, the kids and society have a right to that information . On the

other hand, teachers should have an available
space where they can go self-process to get
some control over their own image .
It's the whole business of where the authority
is, and the authority goes with the information structure . If the authority is in books, of
course the teacher has got it all over them ;
but if the authority is in video, it's in the
hands of the kids that have video . That's another .ballgame
The disenfranchised-in this
case the youth-go for the new media as a
power leverage in the society . You're running
guns to the Indians when you give kids video
and let them do with it what they want .
this is a cultural weapon . . • you're trying
to affect a cultural change-to build up data
about culture, and to work at the level of information structures, and cultural structures - rather than on red-hot political issues .
Because video can go beyond the perimeters
of politics and information systems can go beyond that,

We really have to begin to deal with information on its own terms and we have to
understand that there's too much pre-structuring and pre-determining our information.
People have a right to be their own information configurators; so if they want to rip
things off the air and juxtapose them with
their grandmother, they should have a right
to .
The information environment is the critical
environment and the immediate information
configuration that a person works out really
determines how well they maneuver, how well
they get along, how well they cybernate in
the culture . My attitude is that people can
configure their own information, and be in as
much control of their information and access
to other information as is possible .
Just as literacy isolated the visual sense, all
these moving images film and video can isolate the kinetic sense
. You've got to remember that usually when people watch TV or a
movie, they're sitting still . In a sense the kinetic sense is being externalized, that's why the
possibility of imitating tape and slow motion,
etc ., is motion that people can participate in .
I can't follow your motions if you're going in
real time, but if I study you down to half
time-I can study your motions, follow them .
Sitting still and watching tape-that's like
reading a book . We need to be able to shoot
tape specifically so that people can imitate it,
not where you change the camera all around,
etc . It's possible for somebody to program-to
wake up in the morning and have an exercise
routine, or have T'ai Chi pre-recorded with
the master-and see themselves back in the
evening . It's very important to involve the
kinetic sense in the viewing process, rather
than sit still for it . You shouldn't be sitting
still for anything .

.recodapbilty

